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Seventeen Ultimate Guide to Beauty
The Best Hair, Skin, Nails & Makeup Ideas For You
Hachette UK When it comes to teen beauty advice, no brand is more trusted than Seventeen, the #1 best-selling monthly teen magazine. Seventeen Ultimate Guide to Beauty is a
girl's handbook to celebrating her natural beauty. It’s packed with clear, customized service that helps make the most of her skin tone, her face shape, her hair texture, and her
style! Each chapter is ﬁlled with detailed how-tos, amazing inspiration, and awesome advice from Seventeen’s editors and the Beauty Smarties, our real-girl beauty experts, to help
the reader have fun with her look!.Seventeen Ultimate Guide to Beauty is broken down into three main sections: makeup, hair, and a resource guide. Makeup is organized by ﬁve
beauty vibes—Girly, Boho, Classic, Glam, and Edgy—and shows you how to look great for any occasion (school, weekend, party, date). Each vibe oﬀers exclusive makeup looks from
Seventeen’s Beauty Smarties, insider secrets from celeb experts, and an inspiration board ﬁlled with runway, red carpet, and real girl ideas. Hair is organized by styles: braids and
twists, waves and curls, updos and buns, sleek and straight, and ponytails. Each chapter includes easy-to-do styles for every occasion, a Smarties spotlight, celeb tricks, and an
inspiration board. The book ends with comprehensive resource guides to getting clear skin and great nails—and gives detailed info on getting ready for a big event, like prom or
sweet sixteen.

Seventeen: How to Be Gorgeous
The Ultimate Beauty Guide to Makeup, Hair, and More
HarperTeen Oﬀers hundreds of tips, tricks, and secrets for hair, makeup, skin, and nails, and includes quizzes, charts, and shopping lists.

Seventeen: College Goals
An Insider's Guide to Finding and Getting Into A School You'll Love
Weldon Owen The only thing standing between you and that college life is ﬁguring out where you might want to go, completing your applications, writing a killer essay, scoring solid
test scores, shining in your activities, getting glowing recommendations, and . . . okay, that’s a lot. But even though being accepted into college can seem big and overwhelming, it
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doesn’t have to be. That’s where Seventeen’s College Goals comes in. This stress-free guide—part-planner, part journal—will help walk you through the step-by-step process of
applying to colleges. There are pages ﬁlled with practical cheat sheets, handy life hacks, thoughtful tips, fun quizzes, inspiring quotes from your favorite celebs and leaders, and
prompts that will push you to self-reﬂect. (After all, that’s what college essays are all about!) This way, you can freak out less about if you’ll get in, and actually start thinking about
which school’s oﬀer you’re going to accept.

Seventeen
A Tale of Youth and Summer Time and the Baxter Family, Especially William
The Floating Press Booth Tarkington's wildly successful novel Seventeen satirizes the vagaries of American adolescence. Though 17-year-old protagonist William Sylvanus Baxter is
awkward, tactless, and often less than likable, Tarkington's insightful -- and hilarious -- take on teenage life and love is sure to please readers who appreciate top-notch humor
writing.

Seventeen's Guide to Your Perfect Prom
A Planner & Scrapbook
Sterling Publishing Company, Inc. Presents a prom planner, covering topics from dating and budget advice to makeup and hairstyle ideas and including checklists, a calendar, and places
to paste photos, notes, and prom memorabilia.

The Seventeen Book of Fashion and Beauty
A guide to grooming, fashion, and health.

Sephora
The Ultimate Guide to Makeup, Skin, and Hair from the Beauty Authority
Harper Collins Ever wonder what it's like to have your own personal team of beauty experts, advising you on how to look and feel knockout-gorgeous every day? Or have you ever
questioned what exactly goes on inside the creative minds of beauty industry heavy-hitters? Step into the pages of Sephora, where the top beauty authorities give you access to
their private domains. Spend the day with Vincent Longo backstage at fashion week, create red carpet—worthy hair with celebrity hair stylist Oscar Blandi, master the smoky eye
with Hollywood's hottest makeup artists, and take a tour of Dr. Nicholas Perricone's kitchen with his refrigerator full of skin-perfecting foods. In Sephora: The Ultimate Guide to
Makeup, Skin, and Hair from the Beauty Authority, fashion and beauty journalist and former Sephora beauty editor Melissa Schweiger personally introduces the people behind some
of your favorite brands and ﬁlls this gorgeous book with the beauty secrets usually reserved for insiders. Each photo-packed page brims with words of wisdom and expert advice
from the creators of and authorities on more than two hundred classic and emerging beauty brands sold at Sephora, including LORAC, Smashbox, Too Faced, Dr. Perricone, Frédéric
Fekkai, and many, many more. Each chapter is designed to mimic a Sephora store's "try everything" vibe while revealing the ﬁnest beauty tips and tricks for getting creative with
cosmetics. From an A-to-Z glossary of terms and ingredients and a shopping guide to the best products, to detailed explanations of how to properly use cosmetic tools, Sephora is
the complete beauty package that no woman will want to be without.
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The EveryGirl's Guide to Life
Harper Collins Raised by working-class immigrant parents and later exposed to Hollywood's most elite experts in every ﬁeld, Access Hollywood's, Today's, and Nightly News's reporter
Maria Menounos reveals her EveryGirl secrets on everything: her systems to organize life, manage time, and ascend the ladder of success; her lazy woman's workout; her weightloss tips (how she lost forty pounds and kept it oﬀ); and her guide to styling yourself like the stars—a self-proclaimed EveryGirl, Maria often does her own hair and makeup for
celebrity events. In The EveryGirl's Guide to Life, Maria shares personal experiences and photos from her life and professional journey as well as the various mantras, mottos, and
philosophies she's adopted from the world's most impressive women. She gives advice on health, career, relationships, renovations, recreation, and more. From your carpet to the
red carpet, Maria teaches the EveryGirl on a budget how to do it all, while living a healthier and happier life.

Everyday Makeup Secrets
Tips for Choosing the Best Makeup for Your Unique Features
Penguin Cosmetics is a $42 billion industry. Creating various looks to express a woman's personality can be achieved merely through the swipe of some glittery powder, a simple
concealer contour, or steady brow line. Makeup can make your features pop, and it can also correct or hide your ﬂaws. Idiot's Guides: Everyday Makeup Secrets shows readers how
to achieve everyday looks for all age ranges, in addition to all skin types, colors, and ﬂaws using practically priced makeup. In this book, readers get: Introduction to basic skin care
and nourishment, skin types, and the tools needed to get the perfect look. - Before and after pictures illustrating just how contouring makeup can change your face. - Large, fullcolor photos showing step-by-step application for lips, cheeks, and eyes. - Techniques on how to correct features and ﬂaws using makeup. - Secrets for weather-prooﬁng your
makeup. - Application tutorials for creating the most popular looks, including natural, bridal, smoky, and day-to-night looks.

Bobbi Brown Teenage Beauty
Everything You Need to Look Pretty, Natural, Sexy & Awesome
Random House This beauty guide aims to help boost your self-esteem and conﬁdence. By paying attention to the author's straightforward and useful beauty principles, you will gain a
sense of control over your body, your looks and your life.

Bonding Over Beauty
A Mother-daughter Beauty Guide to Foster Self-esteem, Conﬁdence, and Trust
Greenleaf Book Group Llc Provides advice for mothers of tween girls on age-appropriate hair, skin care, make-up, nutrition, and other health and beauty issues and on how sharing
such matters can strengthen relationships as the girls grow into their teens.

Serving Teens with Mental Illness in the Library: A Practical Guide
ABC-CLIO As a teen librarian, you are more likely than not to encounter teens with mental health issues. Will you know how to help them? This guide explains what to do and what not
to do. • Addresses a growing need for librarians who can lead teens to mental health resources • Provides a broad perspective on the many things librarians can do to help teens
with mental health issues • Gives practical guidelines for improving services, programs, and collections to support this population
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Lauren Conrad Beauty
HarperTeen "A beauty guide with tips on hair, makeup and beauty in general by celebrity Lauren Conrad"--

I Am, I Am, I Am: Seventeen Brushes With Death
The Breathtaking Number One Bestseller
Hachette UK AS FEATURED ON DESERT ISLAND DISCS, BIG SCOTTISH BOOK CLUB AND THE ZOE BALL BOOKCLUB, A BOOK OF THE YEAR IN THE SUNDAY TIMES, THE TIMES, GUARDIAN,
IRISH TIMES, OBSERVER, RED and THE TELEGRAPH. *SHORTLISTED FOR THE PEN ACKERLEY PRIZE FOR MEMOIR AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY 2018* I AM, I AM, I AM is a memoir with a
diﬀerence - the unputdownable story of an extraordinary woman's life in near-death experiences. Insightful, inspirational, gorgeously written, it is a book to be read at a sitting, a
story you ﬁnish newly conscious of life's fragility, determined to make every heartbeat count. A childhood illness she was not expected to survive. A teenage yearning to escape that
nearly ended in disaster. A terrifying encounter on a remote path. A mismanaged labour in an understaﬀed hospital. Shocking, electric, unforgettable, this is the extraordinary
memoir from Costa Novel-Award winner and Sunday Timesbestselling author Maggie O'Farrell. It is a book to make you question yourself. What would you do if your life was in
danger, and what would you stand to lose?

Rereadings
Seventeen writers revisit books they love
Farrar, Straus and Giroux Is a book the same book-or a reader the same reader-the second time around? The seventeen authors in this witty and poignant collection of essays all agree
on the answer: Never. The editor of Rereadings is Anne Fadiman, and readers of her bestselling book Ex Libris (FSG, 1998) will ﬁnd this volume especially satisfying. Her chosen
authors include Sven Birkerts, Allegra Goodman, Vivian Gornick, Patricia Hampl, Phillip Lopate, and Luc Sante; the objects of their literary aﬀections range from Pride and Prejudice
to Sue Barton, Student Nurse. Each has selected a book or a story or a poem--or even, in one case, the lyrics on the back of the Sgt. Pepper album--that made a deep impression in
his or her youth, and reread it to see how it has changed in the interim. (Of course, what has really changed is the reader.) These essays are not conventional literary criticism; they
are about relationships. The relationship between reader and book is a powerful one, and as these writers attest, it evolves over time. Rereadings reveals at least as much about the
reader as about the book: each is a miniature memoir that focuses on that most interesting of topics, the protean nature of love. And as every bibliophile knows, no love is more lifechanging than the love of a book.

Asian Faces
The Essential Beauty and Makeup Guide for Asian Women
Perigee Trade A professional makeup artist oﬀers an innovative beauty guide designed to meet the special needs of Asian women, bringing together techniques, tools, and styles to
enhance the skin tones and facial features of Asian women of all ages. Original.
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Nail Care Tips & Tricks
Lerner Publications Your nails can say a lot about you—so you want them to look their best. The ﬁrst step to great-looking nails is making sure they're healthy. Then, with a few style
secrets, you can make your nails glamorous. Caring for your nails—and the skin around your nails—can be as easy as using the right kinds of tools and as fun as giving yourself a
pedicure. And happy, healthy nails look even better with some decoration. Find out about diﬀerent kinds of nail polish, learn how to get the most out of your polish, and experiment
to discover your own style. You can even make your own nail art and stick-on nail decals to add bling to basic polish. With the right tips and tricks, your nails can be works of art!

The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness
A Complete Hand Book for the Use of the Lady in Polite Society
Follow the Model
Miss J's Guide to Unleashing Presence, Poise, and Power
Simon and Schuster Tyra Banks's runway coach on "America's New Top Model" oﬀers personal tales from the fashion industry and tips that encourage women to "work it" in the real
world.

Doug Dubois
My Last Day at Seventeen
Aperture Foundation Doug DuBois was ﬁrst introduced to a group of teenagers from the Russell Heights housing estate while he was an artist-in-residence at the Sirius Arts Centre in
Cobh, on the southwest coast of Ireland. He was fascinated by the insular neighborhood, in which "everyone seems to be someone's cousin, former girlfriend, or spouse." Little can
happen there that isn't seen, discussed, distorted beyond all reason, and ﬁercely defended against any disapprobation from the outside. DuBois gained entry when Kevin and Eirn
(two participants of a workshop he taught) took him to a local hangout spot, opening his eyes to a world of not-quite-adults struggling -- publicly and privately -- through the last
days of their childhood. Over the course of ﬁve years, DuBois returned to Russell Heights. People came and left, relationships formed and dissolved, and babies were born.
Combining portraits, spontaneous encounters, and collaborative performances, the images in My Last Day at Seventeen exist in a delicate balance between documentary and ﬁction.
A powerful follow-up to DuBois' acclaimed ﬁrst book, All the Days and Nights, this volume provides an incisive examination ofthe uncertainties of growing up in Ireland today, while
highlighting the unique relationship sustained between artist and subject. Exhibition: Sirius Arts Centre, Cobh, Ireland (10.2015).

All Made Up
A Girl's Guide to Seeing Through Celebrity Hype to Celebrate Real Beauty
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Don't believe everything you read. Open any magazine or turn on any T.V. show and you'll be bombarded with air brushed, perfectly styled and made-up
celebrities and super models, icons of beauty that real women can never match. Too often, girls, measure themselves against these unrealistic images and ﬁnd themselves lacking.
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But we can all break free from the cult of celebrity and start liking the face we see in the mirror once we understand that many of these images of beauty are all made up. In the
spirit of Fast Food Nation, media-awareness activist Audrey Brashich delivers an in-depth, informative, and eye-opening look at the eﬀect the media and pop culture has on young
women's self images.

Seventeen Steps to Heaven
A Catholic Guide to Salvation
Sophia Institute Press How to make God the real center of your life. With these seventeen steps, you'll be able to prevent your love for God from being diminished by day-to-day
pressures. Fr. Leo J. Trese gives you solid ways to root out attachments that separate you from God.

Stardust
Hachette UK A FAIRY TALE FOR EVERYONE. 'Beyond all the borders that divide us, there is a place of inﬁnite possibilities and pure magic. I think of Neil Gaiman as a writer who wears
the key to that land around his neck - the key to Storyland' ELIF SHAFAK 'Gaiman describes the indescribable' SUSANNA CLARKE 'A tonic for these turbulent times' IRISH TIMES THE
ACCLAIMED, ENCHANTING FILM ADAPTATION STARS ROBERT DE NIRO, CLAIRE DANES, RUPERT EVERETT, MICHELLE PFEIFFER AND MANY MORE FAVOURITES... --- 'I wanted to write a
story that would feel, to the reader, like something he or she had always known' NEIL GAIMAN --- At the dawn of the Victorian era, life moves leisurely in the sleepy village of Wall.
Young Tristran Thorn has lost his heart to the beautiful Victoria Forester and, to win her love, vows to bring her a star they see fall from the night sky. It is an oath that sends him
over the town's ancient wall and into the mysterious land of Faerie - a world that is dangerous and strange beyond imagining . . . NEIL GAIMAN. WITH STORIES COME POSSIBILITIES.

The Suﬁ Science of Self-Realization
A Guide to the Seventeen Ruinous Traits, the Ten Steps to Discipleship and the Six
Realities of the Heart
Institute for Spiritual and Cultural Advancement ( The Suﬁ master Abu 'l-Hasan al-Kharqani said human souls possess seventeen destructive traits, resembling huge trees, whose branches
are loaded with negativity. Humans were also granted six tremendous powers from the Divine. The author details the steps to eliminating the tyrannical characteristics, purifying
the soul and unveiling the six powers

Reality Rules II: A Guide to Teen Nonﬁction Reading Interests
A Guide to Teen Nonﬁction Reading Interests
ABC-CLIO A must-have resource for librarians, teachers, and parents on the popular and growing area of teen nonﬁction—a genre now mandated by the Common Core Standards.
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The Triumph of Individual Style Instructor's Guide
Fairchild Books & Visuals This text aims to teach the reader how to assess her body type and then choose clothing. The process involves what the authors call an individual's "design
pattern." This pattern is made up of lines, shapes, proportions, body particulars, scale, colors, and textures. How they ﬁt together in harmony and how an individual infuses them
with her innate creativity is what authors call "style."

Skin Care & Makeup Tips & Tricks
Lerner Publications It's tricky to keep your skin looking great—but the right healthy habits and the careful use of makeup can make a world of diﬀerence. It's as simple as knowing
which products and treatments work best for your skin type, whether it's oily or dry. Once you're taking good care of your skin, it's easy to use makeup to enhance your natural
beauty. Discover how to make your own skin-care products and perfume. And learn how to choose among diﬀerent kinds of makeup, how to take care of your products and tools,
and how to create your own unique look. With the right tips and tricks, you'll soon be on your way to fabulous, glowing skin!

A Field Guide To Getting Lost
Canongate Books In this investigation into loss, losing and being lost, Rebecca Solnit explores the challenges of living with uncertainty. A Field Guide to Getting Lost takes in subjects
as eclectic as memory and mapmaking, Hitchcock movies and Renaissance painting, Beautifully written, this book combines memoir, history and philosophy, shedding glittering new
light on the way we live now.

Gin & Juice
The Victorian Guide to Parenting
A&C Black Learn the importance of routine from Gertrude Fjörd-Mettöd, how to Have It All from Queen Victoria (mother of seventeen and Empress of India), how to tell which twin is
the Good One and which the Evil, how to turn a Bad Seed into a Good Egg, how to take your charge from Infancy to Infantry (3-21), and of course all about the Medicinal beneﬁts of
Gin and Tobacco. Liberally sprinkled with authentically hilarious Victoriana illustrations, including advertisements for Bob the Empire Builder toys ('Can we annex it? Yes we can!'),
'Who's the Pater' longjohns and the amazing steam-powered breast pump (no fatalities since April!), Gin & Juice will make parents everywhere wish it were 1896.

Seventeen
A Novel
MCD A tense, powerful thriller from the bestselling author of Six Four 1985. Kazumasa Yuuki, a seasoned reporter at the North Kanto Times, runs a daily gauntlet of the power
struggles and oﬃce politics that plague its newsroom. But when an air disaster of unprecedented scale occurs on the paper’s doorstep, its staﬀ is united by an unimaginable horror
and a once-in-a-lifetime scoop. 2003. Seventeen years later, Yuuki remembers the adrenaline-fueled, emotionally charged seven days that changed his and his colleagues’ lives. He
does so while making good on a promise he made that fateful week—one that holds the key to its last solved mystery and represents Yuuki’s ﬁnal, unconquered fear. From Hideo
Yokoyama, the celebrated author of Six Four, comes Seventeen—an investigative thriller set amid the aftermath of disaster.
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What Beauty There Is
Penguin UK Perfect for fans of Patrick Ness, Meg Rosoﬀ and Daniel Woodrell, What Beauty There Is is an unforgettable debut novel that is as compulsive as it is beautiful, and
unﬂinchingly explores the power of determination, survival and love. When everything you love is in danger, how long can you keep running to survive? Life can be brutal Winter in
Idaho. The sky is dark. It is cold enough to crack bones. Jack knew it Jack Dahl has nothing left. Except his younger brother, Matty, who he'd die for. Their mother is gone, and their
funds are quickly dwindling, Jack needs to make a choice: lose his brother to foster care, or ﬁnd the drug money that sent his father to prison. ........... So did I Ava lives in isolation,
a life of silence. For seventeen years her father, a merciless man, has controlled her fate. He has taught her to love no one. But now Ava wants to break the rules - to let Jack in and
open her heart. Then she discovers that Jack and her father are stalking the same money, and suddenly Ava is faced with a terrible choice: remain silent or speak out and help the
brothers survive. Did I feel the ﬂutter of wings when Jack and I met? Did I sense the coming tornado? Looking back, I think I did . . . 'Beautifully written and superbly constructed,
Anderson pulls you onto a chilling footpath of love and loss and keeps you there until you've read every last word' Ruta Sepetys, Carnegie Medal Winner

Dictionary of Anecdote, Incident, Illustrative Fact
Selected and Arranged for the Pulpit and the Platform
A Beginner’s Guide to Murder
HarperCollins UK The brand-new book from a powerful literary voice, author of The Stranger She Knew, shortlisted for the Paul Torday Prize.

Learning Seventeen
Orca Book Publishers New Hope Academy, or, as seventeen-year-old Jane Learning likes to call it, No Hope, is a Baptist reform school where Jane is currently being held captive. Of
course, smart, sarcastic Jane has no interest in reforming, failing to see any beneﬁt to pretending to play well with others. But then Hannah shows up, a gorgeous bad girl with ﬁery
hair and an even stormier disposition. She shows Jane how to live a full and fulﬁlling life even when the world tells you you're wrong, and how to believe in a future outside the
"prison" walls. Jane soon learns, though, that Hannah is quietly battling some demons of her own.

Lauren Conrad Style
HarperCollins UK American television personality and fashion designer Lauren Conrad provides fashion tips and advice to create an individual style, featuring full-color photographs,
and covering hair, cosmetics, clothing, and related topics.

Belle Époque
Hot Key Books In the ﬁght to be the most beautful, the ugly face of bohemian Paris is revealed When sixteen-year-old Maude runs away to Paris, her romantic dreams vanish as
quickly as her savings. Increasingly desperate for money, she answers a mysterious advert: 'Young Women Wanted for Undemanding Work. Apply In Person To The Durandeau
Agency.' But the work is very strange indeed. Maude discovers she is to be a repoussoir - an ugly young woman hired by Parisian socialites to enhance their beauty. Maude is
humiliated - but faced with destitution, what choice does she have? Quickly (and secretly) selected as the perfect companion for the Countess Dubern's daughter Isabelle, Maude is
thrown into a decadent world full of parties, glamour and astonishing cruelty. Maude ﬁnds that academic Isabelle is equally disenchanted with the Parisian social scene, and the
girls form a tight bond. But when bohemian artist Paul and the handsome Duke d'Avaray are introduced into the girls' lives, their friendship will be tested to its limits. The girls are
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about to discover the true meaning of being beautiful...

Toss the Gloss
Beauty Tips, Tricks & Truths for Women 50+
Seal Press "Forget about makeup reclaiming youth,” says Andrea Q. Robinson. “Good makeup reclaims you.” Robinson, whose illustrious career has included positions such as the
chief marketing oﬃcer of Estée Lauder, president of Tom Ford Beauty, beauty editor of Vogue, and president of Ralph Lauren Fragrances, is the ultimate industry insider. In this
fully updated edition of Toss the Gloss, she shares her decades of experience in this honest and straightforward guide for women ﬁfty and over. In Toss the Gloss, you will learn . . .
Why the right cosmetics, not anti-aging skincare, will help you look your youthful best. How to recognize the seduction of beauty-industry tactics designed to get you to spend more
money than you need to. Gimmick-free tips and easy-to-follow shortcuts to make the most of your features. Up-to-date recommendations on which products to choose and which to
skip over With this inspiring book as a guide, women will feel more natural and more conﬁdent—at any age.

New Driver's Guide to Things to NOT Crash Into
A Funny Gag Driving Education Book for New and Bad Drivers
Updated and revised for 2019! Do you know someone who will soon be getting or has recently obtained their driver's license that makes you think twice about going out on the
road? Maybe a friend or family member who is a notoriously bad driver who is constantly getting into car accidents? This gag driver's education book is the perfect way to tell them
that you care and secretly fear them. In the New Driver's Guide to Things to NOT Crash Into, we focus on some very basic driving fundamentals, such as: What is a car? What are
those round things at the bottom Where does it belong? In the second portion of the book we walk through dozens of examples of people, places and things that should not be
crashed into at any time. We also take care to sarcastically explain reasons why these items are ﬁrmly on the DO NOT CRASH INTO list. Some practical examples for newly licensed
drivers are: People Other cars Trees Houses Icebergs Mountains Creepy Garden Gnomes And many more! Pick up a copy for new driver in your family or circle of friends who will
appreciate a good gag book and get a few good laughs as they learn to become safe and responsible drivers.

The Woman in the White Kimono
(A BBC Radio 2 Book Club pick)
Legend Press Ltd A BBC Radio 2 Book Club pick Inspired by true stories, The Woman in the White Kimono illuminates a searing portrait of one woman torn between her culture and her
heart, and another woman on a journey to discover the true meaning of home. 'A book that is meant to be savoured and re-read' Renita D'Silva, author of The Forgotten Daughter
Japan, 1957. Seventeen-year-old Naoko Nakamura’s prearranged marriage secures her family’s status in their traditional Japanese community. However, Naoko has fallen for an
American sailor and to marry him would bring great shame upon her entire family. When it’s learned Naoko carries the sailor’s child, she’s cast out in disgrace and forced to make
unimaginable choices with consequences that will ripple across generations. America, present day. Tori Kovač, caring for her dying father, ﬁnds a letter containing a shocking
revelation. Setting out to learn the truth, Tori’s journey leads her to a remote seaside village in Japan where she must confront the demons of the past to pave a way for
redemption. WHAT REVIEWERS AND READERS SAY 'Cinematic, deeply moving, and beautifully written. I so enjoyed this' Carol Mason, author of After You Left ‘The Woman in the
White Kimono is an elegant testament to the tenacity of hope, even when the bindings of cultural and familial expectations are drawn so tight. I look forward to reading more from
this talented author’ Kelli Estes, bestselling author of The Girl Who Wrote in Silk ‘A well-researched piece of historical ﬁction, loosely inspired by the military experience of the
author's father, that shines a light on a dark chapter of Japanese history that will be unfamiliar to many readers’ Booklist ‘The Woman in the White Kimono is a powerful and
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heartbreaking literary novel; a lush and masterful exploration of the indomitability of the human spirit set against the backdrop of post-World War II Japan. Johns's exquisite and
emotionally satisfying tale spans a cultural divide to marry a mother's courageous determination to protect her daughter at any cost with a daughter's quest for truth. I loved this
book!’ Karen Dionne, bestselling author of The Marsh King's Daughter ‘Johns weaves together past and present in wonderful ways ... [T]his outing is richly-researched, moving and
cinematic in feel. Toronto Star ‘An excellent personal read and one I am sure many book clubs will immensely enjoy and share heartfelt concern about the facts behind the ﬁction’
New Books Magazine

Their Eyes Were Watching God
Prabhat Prakashan Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s,
and it is likely Hurston's best known work.
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